
From: Valentine, Lloyd, OSE
To: Stanley King
Cc: Ennis, David, EMNRD; Moeny, John, NMENV; Bob Moore; Shepherd, Holland, EMNRD; Leia Barnett; Cordelia

Rose; mary.newkirk@yahoo.com; niels mandoe; kathy Knapp; John Gebhardt; Linda Gebhardt; allysonsiwik;
Vicki Moore; Marianne Scharn; Mylea Bayless; clauss.gary@gmail.com

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Copy of Permit CA027EM, Summa Silver Mogollon
Date: Monday, October 18, 2021 4:21:05 PM
Attachments: Exploratory Permit.pdf

Plugging Plan.pdf
3 acre-feet Permit.pdf

Mr. King,
 
Attached are the permit to drill exploratory wells and the plugging plan. Faust Cattle Co. and Summa
Silver Mining Corp. have also filed a joint application for a permit to use up to 3 acre-feet of water in
a one-year period as provided by NM State Statute. This permit was approved last week on October
14. I have included that statute below. The applicant is only allowed one of these permits for a
designated project. Any additional water use would require a permit. The 3 acre-feet permit does
not require notice to the public. I have attached this permit as well.
 
Lloyd Valentine
District 3 Manager
Office of the State Engineer
72-12-1.3. Underground public waters; temporary uses.
If a person, firm, corporation or the state desires to use underground public water in an amount not
to exceed three acre-feet for a definite period of not to exceed one year in prospecting, mining or
construction of public works, highways and roads or drilling operations designed to discover or
develop the natural mineral resources of the state, only the application referred to in Section 72-12-
3 NMSA 1978 shall be required. Separate application shall be made for each proposed use, whether
in the same or in different basins. Upon the filing of an application, the state engineer shall make an
examination of the facts and, if the proposed use will not permanently impair any existing rights of
others, the state engineer shall grant the application. If the state engineer finds that the proposed
use sought will permanently impair such rights, there shall be advertisement and hearing as
provided in the case of applications made under Section 72-12-3 NMSA 1978.
 
 
 
From: Stanley King <kingstanley67@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2021 11:16 AM
To: Valentine, Lloyd, OSE <Lloyd.Valentine@state.nm.us>
Cc: Ennis, David, EMNRD <David.Ennis@state.nm.us>; Moeny, John, NMENV
<John.Moeny@state.nm.us>; Bob Moore <sosilvercreek@gmail.com>; Shepherd, Holland, EMNRD
<holland.shepherd@state.nm.us>; Leia Barnett <lbarnett@wildearthguardians.org>; Cordelia Rose
<cordelia.rose3@gmail.com>; mary.newkirk@yahoo.com; niels mandoe <nmandoe@gilanet.com>;
kathy Knapp <kathyknapp01@gmail.com>; John Gebhardt <gebhardt47@mac.com>; Linda Gebhardt
<gebhardt103@att.net>; allysonsiwik <allysonsiwik@gmail.com>; Vicki Moore
<vmoore50@gmail.com>; Marianne Scharn <mariannescharn@gmail.com>; Mylea Bayless
<myleabayless@gmail.com>; clauss.gary@gmail.com
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Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Copy of Permit CA027EM, Summa Silver Mogollon
 
Good Morning Mr. Valentine,
 
We would like to follow up on this issue: https://www.emnrd.nm.gov/mmd/mining-act-reclamation-
program/pending-and-approved-exploration-applications/minimal-impact/ca027em-summa-silver-
mogollon/
 
In review of the attached permit, we see the OSE permit to drill wells and plug wells WR 07 and WR
08 respectively as required by your office have not been approved. If these OSE permits are in fact
approved by your office, please forward a copy to us.
 
The drilling contractor and equipment are on site as of last week and we have observed two 3,000
gallon loads of water being transported to the drill sites. One on Friday afternoon (10/15/21) and
one on Sunday (10/17/21).
 
The question remains, is the water being transported by tender to the drill site obtained from a
water source in the San Francisco/ Gila Basin that is designated for consumptive use in Mogollon for
exploratory drilling? If the answer is yes, then we would like a copy of this water right forwarded to
us.
 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter,
 
co signers:
 
Stanley King
Bob Moore
Vicki Moore
Niels Mandoe
Marianne Scharn
John Gebhardt
Linda Gebhardt
Kathy Knapp
 
 
 
On Thu, Sep 16, 2021 at 8:31 AM Valentine, Lloyd, OSE <Lloyd.Valentine@state.nm.us> wrote:

Mr. King,
 
We have received new applications from Summa Silver Corp this week to drill exploratory wells for
mining purposes. If approved, no water will be permitted to be withdrawn from these wells. These
permits would just allow them to drill the wells and then plug them within a year of the permit
being approved, unless another permit to use these wells for a different purpose is filed.
 
Staff in this office will be asking Summa Silver Corp. where they are planning to get their water
from for there water needs.  Once we have that discussion, we will be better able to identify if an
application to use that water will be needed. If they do intend to buy water from “Faust Ranch in
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Alma”, we will review those water rights. Faust Ranch would have to have a water right that would
allow them to sell water for commercial purposes. If they don’t have this type of water right, an
application would most likely need to be made that would require the public to be put on notice,
a protest period to occur, and an possibly an impairment analysis to take place prior to our office
approving it.
 
It is really difficult for our office to speculate without finding out from Summa Silver Corp. more
details. There are instances where the public might not be put on public notice or an impairment
analysis is not needed. I can assure you that our office will be asking these questions to Summa
Silver Corp..
 
Respectfully,
 
Lloyd Valentine
District 3 Manager
Office of the State Engineer
 
 

From: Ennis, David, EMNRD <David.Ennis@state.nm.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:24 PM
To: Stanley King <kingstanley67@gmail.com>; Valentine, Lloyd, OSE
<Lloyd.Valentine@state.nm.us>; Moeny, John, NMENV <John.Moeny@state.nm.us>
Cc: Bob Moore <sosilvercreek@gmail.com>; Shepherd, Holland, EMNRD
<holland.shepherd@state.nm.us>; Leia Barnett <lbarnett@wildearthguardians.org>; Cordelia
Rose <cordelia.rose3@gmail.com>; mary.newkirk@yahoo.com; niels mandoe
<nmandoe@gilanet.com>; kathy Knapp <kathyknapp01@gmail.com>; John Gebhardt
<gebhardt47@mac.com>; Linda Gebhardt <gebhardt103@att.net>; allysonsiwik
<allysonsiwik@gmail.com>; Vicki Moore <vmoore50@gmail.com>; Marianne Scharn
<mariannescharn@gmail.com>; Mylea Bayless <myleabayless@gmail.com>; rskaggs@gmail.com;
clauss.gary@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Copy of Permit CA027EM, Summa Silver Mogollon
 
Mr. King,
 
I am your contact for any compliance issues with the conditions in permit number CA027EM. I am
planning on performing an inspection of the drilling project once the project commences.
 
The other questions in the email below are the jurisdiction of the OSE.
 
Thanks,
DJ
 
DJ Ennis, P.G.
Mining and Minerals Division
1220 S. St. Francis Dr.
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Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 372-8634 cell/office
david.ennis@state.nm.us
 
 

From: Stanley King <kingstanley67@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:40 PM
To: Ennis, David, EMNRD <David.Ennis@state.nm.us>; Valentine, Lloyd, OSE
<Lloyd.Valentine@state.nm.us>; Moeny, John, NMENV <John.Moeny@state.nm.us>
Cc: Bob Moore <sosilvercreek@gmail.com>; Shepherd, Holland, EMNRD
<holland.shepherd@state.nm.us>; Leia Barnett <lbarnett@wildearthguardians.org>; Cordelia
Rose <cordelia.rose3@gmail.com>; mary.newkirk@yahoo.com; niels mandoe
<nmandoe@gilanet.com>; kathy Knapp <kathyknapp01@gmail.com>; John Gebhardt
<gebhardt47@mac.com>; Linda Gebhardt <gebhardt103@att.net>; allysonsiwik
<allysonsiwik@gmail.com>; Vicki Moore <vmoore50@gmail.com>; Marianne Scharn
<mariannescharn@gmail.com>; Mylea Bayless <myleabayless@gmail.com>; rskaggs@gmail.com;
clauss.gary@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Copy of Permit CA027EM, Summa Silver Mogollon
 

CAUTION: This email originated outside of our organization. Exercise caution prior to clicking on
links or opening attachments.

Good Afternoon Mr. Ennis,
 
It appears the issuance of the Minimal Impact Drilling Permit for Summa Silver Corp. allows this
company to proceed.  As concerned residents of Mogollon, who is our contact within the State of
NM to ensure the "drillers" are in compliance with the terms set forth in this permit?
 
It also appears the OSE well permits WR 07 and WR 08 are not approved by the OSE at this time. 
It is surprising and concerning that the EMNRD issued a permit to proceed without the OSE well
drilling permits being completed.
 
We understand the State of New Mexico  EMNRD does not require an applicant to identify a
water source for core drilling prior to the issuance of a permit. As you quoted Summa Silver Corp.,
"We will be purchasing water from the Faust Ranch in Alma as needed."  We were also informed
by Mr. Valentine of the OSE, " if Summa Silver Corp decides they have a need for a consumptive
water use, they will have to acquire water from an existing source and, if needed, file appropriate
applications with our office to change that water right to fit their needs. If this type of application were to
be submitted to our office, Summa Silver Corp would be required to put the public on notice, the public
would have a chance to protest the application, and the OSE would conduct an impairment analysis on
the request prior to acting on such."
 
We need to ask these questions. 
 
Is the "Faust Ranch in Alma" the "existing (water) source"? 
Is it Summa Silver Corp. who "decides they have a need for a consumptive water use" ? (It is our
understanding core drilling requires consumptive water use.)
Does the EMNRD or the OSE define the water consumed for core drilling "consumptive"? If not, why
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not?
Is the "Faust Ranch in Alma" water source permitted to be consumed at Summa Silver Corp. drill sites
in Mogollon for mineral core drilling? If so, is this water right transfer public record?
If not, will Summa Silver Corp. be required to "file appropriate applications with our office (OSE) to
change that water right to fit their needs."?
 
 
With all due respect for the agencies involved in this Permitting process, we find it concerning that a
foreign company can be permitted to proceed with mineral exploration in New Mexico where water IS
THE issue, and in that regard, the permit application appears to be incomplete.
 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 
 
co signers:
 
Stanley King
Bob Moore
Vicki Moore
Niels Mandoe
Marianne Scharn
John Gebhardt
Linda Gebhardt
Kathy Knapp
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Wed, Sep 8, 2021 at 2:38 PM Ennis, David, EMNRD <David.Ennis@state.nm.us> wrote:

Mr. King and Mr. Moore,
 
In previous correspondence, a request was made for a copy of the permit issued by MMD to
Summa Silver for the Mogollon exploration project. In accordance with your request, a copy of
the permit can be found on MMD’s website at:
 
https://www.emnrd.nm.gov/mmd/mining-act-reclamation-program/pending-and-approved-
exploration-applications/minimal-impact/ca027em-summa-silver-mogollon/
 
Thanks,
DJ
 
DJ Ennis, P.G.
Mining and Minerals Division
1220 S. St. Francis Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 372-8634 cell/office
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